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Fundraising, Building a Capacitor from last week, only have to scratch both sides of wire, 

the Cu wire is the capacitor, still get AC/DC,  Fukoshima tritium changed into Gold,  

Story of how sheep gather gold rare earth minerals in fat, processed away,  Chemical 

Sugar leads to cancer, when it touches tongue sends signal of massive Sugar coming 

organs adjust to signal, body begins to ignore when real sugars come in, Only the energy 

of chemicals cross the stomach wall not the chemicals,   This technology effects the RNA 

which changes the DNA,  Asthma is a psychological disorder,  

Electrodes inside a sphere, More fields stronger near the Earth surface, sleeping on the 

ground you feel better, Earths Axis slightly tilted gives different effects (life on earth), 

Key to Patents, take one and bring into the other all patents have to be read together even 

the health patents, What conditions created to liquefy the Lymph and they solidify the 

lymph, they use the principle to dissolve the sugar lump,  

From the scrap yard materials the process is how to use it in a gravitational magnetic 

field, if you have a matter convert it to what you need in a plasma field and then 

manipulate it, then understanding as a plasma, free plasma, and a plasma as a gans,  the 

matter itself is a plasma but of a different strength, then play at creation level, you have a 

invisible plasma which is a gans, in a different layer is a nano, the same plasma in 

different strength in a tangible way (matter), the 4 states exist in every strength level in 

the universe, In the lab we create different strengths for you to see the different creations 

of God, the theory of light-years to see star is rubbish, you see it instantly, Twin 

universes, not parallel universes,  Third Reich in Brazil developing UFO technology,  

Teaching military of different Nations to protect from what's about to happen from Alien 

forces, Nasa space rocket propulsions finished,  Have Fukoshima work with Japanese 

Government, emails can release,  How to make the structure of Man in a cup,  Had the 

technology 3 times this is third, (Egypt),  Music is physicality of ears, Universal Rules of 

planets, don't bend but make aware of conditions,  

 


